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Originally intended to replace the company's iconic , the combined the power, poise, and
handling of a sports car with the refinement, comfort, and equipment of a luxury sedan. Porsche
executives believed such a flagship would have wider appeal than the compact By the late s
Porsche had firmly established itself as a manufacturer of high-performance sports cars.
Executives, including owner Ferdinand Porsche , were beginning to consider adding a luxury
touring car to the line-up due to the need of a car using less fuel and being more usable in the
wake of the s oil crisis. Managing director Ernst Fuhrmann was pressuring Ferdinand to
approve development of the new model due to concerns that the then-current flagship model,
the , was reaching the limits of its potential. Fuhrmann believed that the future of the company
relied upon grand touring cars with conventional engines rather than unconventional sports
cars. Slumping sales of the in the mids seemed to confirm that the model was approaching the
end of its economic life cycle. This would set it apart from the , with its relatively spartan interior
and true sports car performance. The targets were that the car had to compete on par with
offerings from Mercedes-Benz and BMW while also being successful in the United States,
Porsche's main market at the time. Ordered by Ferdinand Porsche to design a
production-feasible concept for the new model, Fuhrmann initiated a design study in ,
eventually yielding the which was the first clean sheet design by the company for its own
model; the had evolved from the Volkswagen Beetle , the was an evolution of the , the was a
joint effort intended as a replacement for the Volkswagen Karmann Ghia and , and the was the
result of abandoned project by Volkswagen and Audi. Several drivetrain layouts were
considered during early development, including rear and mid-engine designs , but most were
dismissed because of technical and legislative difficulties. Having the engine, transmission,
catalytic converter s and exhaust all cramped into a small rear engine bay made emission and
noise control difficult which were the problems Porsche had with the After deciding that the
mid-engine layout did not allow enough room in the passenger compartment, a front-engine,
rear-wheel drive layout was chosen. Porsche may have feared that the U. The Porsche board
objected as this move would give rise to a rumour of a new with a front-mounted six cylinder
engine, but also it is theorized that the board wanted to maintain some distance from the
Volkswagen group. The resulting all-alloy M28 engine has multiple unusual features. Its bore
spacing is mm, and uses thick aluminium cylinder barrels, hence the lower displacement. The
engine was designed for air flow first, thus the spark plugs are located at the top of the head.
The four-bolt bearings are sizeable and are fed oil via grooves in the bottom surface of the
block. The oil and water pumps are driven by the timing belt, and the design of the engine
allows for sufficient air flow with a low bonnet. The first two running prototypes of Porsche's
M28 V8 used one four-barrel carburetor for initial testing. Actual production cars employed the
planned Bosch K-Jetronic fuel injection system. When increasing concern within the company
over price and availability of fuel during the oil crisis of the s became an issue of contention,
smaller engines were considered in the interest of fuel economy. A push began for the
development of a 3. Both sides finally settled on a 4. The finished car debuted at the Geneva
Motor Show before going on sale later that year as a model. Although it won early acclaim for its
comfort, power and futuristic design, sales were slow. Base prices were much higher than that
of the previous range-topping model and the 's front-engined, water-cooled design alienated
many Porsche purists. Fuhrmann's replacement, Peter Schutz, decided that the models should
be sold side by side, feeling that the still had potential in the company's line-up. Although it
never sold in the numbers Fuhrmann envisioned, the developed an avid following and had an
year production run. The featured a large, front-mounted and water-cooled V8 engine driving the
rear wheels. Originally displacing 4. Porsche upgraded the engine from mechanical to electronic
fuel injection in for US models, although power remained the same. This design marked a major
change in direction for Porsche started with the introduction of the in , whose cars had until
then used only rear- or mid-mounted air-cooled flat engines with four or six cylinders. Although
it weighed more than the difficult-to-handle , its more neutral weight balance and higher power
output gave it similar performance on the track. The was regarded as the more relaxing car to
drive at the time. It came with either a five-speed dog leg manual transmission , or a
Mercedes-Benz -derived automatic transmission , originally with three speeds, with four-speed
from in North America and in other markets. It had a substantial luggage area accessed via a
large hatchback. The new polyurethane elastic bumpers were integrated into the nose and tail
and covered in body-coloured plastic; an unusual feature for the time that aided the car visually
and reduced its drag. Another unusual feature were the pop-up headlamps which were based on
the units found on the Lamborghini Miura and were integrated into the front wings. Both rear
seats could be folded down to enlarge the luggage area, and both the front and rear seats had
sun visors for occupants. The rear seats are small due to the prominent transmission hump and
have very little leg room; they are only suitable for adults on very short trips or children. The

was also the first vehicle in which the instrument cluster moved along with the adjustable
steering wheel in order to maintain maximum instrument visibility. The included several other
features such as the " Weissach Axle ", a simple rear-wheel steering system that provides
passive rear-wheel steering to increase stability while braking during a turn, and an unsleeved,
silicon alloy engine block made of aluminium, which reduced weight and provided a highly
durable cylinder bore. This is regarded as proof of how advanced the was, compared to its
contemporaries. Styling was the same in both and , with the body lacking both front and rear
spoilers. From in North America through , front and rear spoilers were present on "S" models,
rear spoilers being integrated into the hatch. From through , the front spoiler was integrated
into the nose and the rear spoiler became a separated wing rather than an integrated piece, and
side skirts were added. The rear tail-light configuration was also different from previous models.
GTS models had wider rear fenders added to give more room for 9-inch wide wheels. Another
easily noticeable visual difference between versions is the style of the wheels. Early s had inch
or inch "phone dial"-style wheels, while most s s had inch slotted "flat disc" wheels, CSs, SEs
and GTs had inch "Club Sport" wheels, later GTs had inch "Design 90" style wheels which were
also option on same period S4s shared with the as well , the GTS used two variations of the
inch "CUP" wheels. Porsche introduced a refreshed S into the European market in model year,
although it was summer of and MY before the model reached North America. Externally, the S
wore new front and rear spoilers and sported wider wheels and tires than the older variant, but
the main change for the S was under the hood, where a revised 4. From to , the S model was
called S2 in United Kingdom. These cars used Bosch LH-Jetronic fuel injection system and
purely electronic Bosch ignition, the same systems used on the later valve cars, though without
the pollution controls. Due to low grade fuel, the valve low compression S engine was made for
Australian market in the model year. It had a 9. As the faster European model was not available
in the United States and Canada during the first three years of its existence, a "Competition
Group" option was created to allow North American customers to have an S model lookalike
with front and rear spoilers, inch flat disc wheels, sport seats, sport springs and Bilstein Shock
Absorbers. Customers could specify paint and interior colours the same way as on a normal
Two cars were made in the late model year for U. The package was officially available in and
model years and was canceled in when the S model became available for these markets. Many
cars have had S model features added by subsequent owners, making original "Competition
Group" cars difficult to distinguish without checking option codes. In the model year, two
special models were available for different markets. Unusual features were champagne gold
metallic paint, matching brushed gold flat disc wheels, two-tone leather interior, a plaque
containing the production number on the dash and the extremely collectible three-piece
Porsche luggage set. It's believed these cars were not made with S spoilers even though these
were available in U. The "Weissach Edition" option was also available for the US market for the
model year and for the model year. This model is also sometimes referred to as the "Ferry
Porsche Edition" because his signature was embroidered into the front seats. It featured meteor
metallic paint and was fitted with flat disc wheels, wine red leather and special striped fabric
seat centers. Similar and specials were also made for world markets. Porsche updated the North
American S for , replacing the 4. Seats were also updated to a new style, these cars are
sometimes unofficially called S3 to distinguish them from valve "S" models. European models
kept a 4. In , revised suspension settings, larger brakes with 4-piston callipers and modified
exhaust system was available on the S, marking the final changes to old body style cars. These
were straight from the S4, which was slated to debut a few months later. These changes came
starting from VIN , which means that the first thousand cars had the old brakes, but later cars
had this equipment available. The S4 variant debuted in the second half of as a model, an
updated version of the 5. S4 was much closer to being a truly world car than previous models
as only major differences for North American models were instrumentation in either kilometers
or miles, lighting, front and rear bumper shocks and the availability of catalytic converters in
many other markets. Even this was achieved without engine changes. This model was the toned
down version of the factory prototype which had a lightened body. Also in , the factory made
five white lightweight S4 models with a manual transmission for racecar drivers who were on
their payroll at the time Derek Bell, Jochen Mass, Hans Stuck, Bob Wollek and Jacky Ickx. These
were close to same as later actual Club Sport models and can also be considered prototypes for
it. An SE sometimes called the S4 Sport due to model designation on rear bumper , a sort of
halfway point between a normally equipped S4 and the more race-oriented Club Sport, became
available for the UK market. It's generally believed that these cars have more power than the
usual S4. Some of them had stronger, short ratio manual transmission. The automatic
transmission was not available for this model. For the model year, a visible change inside was
digital trip computer in the dashboard. In terms of equipment, the GT was like the SE, having

more equipment than a Club Sport model but less than a S4 to keep the weight down somewhat.
This system is much like the one from the flagship and gives the vehicle even more grip on the
track. In , the S4 was no longer available with a manual transmission. The S4 and GT variants
halted production at the end of the model year, making way for the final version of the The GTS
was available for sale in late as a model in Europe and in spring of as an early model in North
America. Changed bodywork , larger front brakes and a new, more powerful 5. This severely
hampered sales despite the model's high competency and long standard equipment list. Total
worldwide production for all years was a little over 61, cars. Second-hand models' value
decreased as a result of high maintenance costs due to spare parts that are expensive to
manufacture. Many parts suppliers and enthusiast networks exist, especially in the United
States, Germany and the UK. The evolution of the during its 18 years of production was quite
subtle. The tables below show the major differences, which were made to the nose, tail, interior,
engine, and wheels. All production numbers are approximate figures collected from several
sources. Porsche hasn't published actual numbers. Cars with higher production number than or
exist. Most were Australian and Japanese models. GT production started in around February
The Porsche was a special edition presented by the company as a gift to Ferry Porsche on his
75th birthday in Three years later, in , the lengthened that had been presented to the company's
founder on his 75th birthday turned up as a "Feasibility Study", now with a second rather
narrow set of doors , apparently opening in the same way as the suicide doors seen on the later
Mazda RX In Porsche together with tuning company AMG made a few long wheelbase specials.
Unlike the , these had normal headlights. ASC was later partly responsible for manufacturing
Porsche S2 cabriolets. Porsche's Racing Department never officially entered or prepared a
racing for a pure works entry. Only once Porsche decided to make it obvious to the enthusiasts
that they usually tended to underrate the racing genes of the In order not to offend sensibilities
of their traditional customers by openly challenging them with a Works GTR offering, Porsche
asked Max Moritz Racing, their longtime private racing partner from next door Reutlingen to
enter a GTR Cup as a 'semi-works' car. The car was officially entered by
Porsche-Club-Schwaben. Lagaay reports that the car was very competitive and able to hold
most Cup GTs down, although the engine was no more than fine-tuned after having been
chosen from a set of high power output specimen in Weissach. In the last race of the season at
Hockenheim a crank-bearing ran dry. As the car was supposed to race in as well, it was made
ready to continue its successful competition in the season. A fresh engine was installed,
selected from the same lot of high output engines and tuned as before. In Porsche's production
came to an end, and the car consequently was not raced in the new season. The late Max Moritz
himself then added the car to his collection of historic vehicles. For the 24 hours of Daytona ,
Porsche sent one of its experimental "All-aluminium" S to the Brumos Racing Team to be
prepared with specific instruction not to modify the car in any way. Porsche wanted to promote
the performance of the to North America. During practice for the hour race the drivers found the
car to be somewhat unstable on the high banks of Daytona and wanted to add a rear wing to the
car; Porsche denied the request. The Brumos team tinkered with the suspension set up to make
the car more stable. The car finished in 15th overall and 4th in the GTO class. One driver stated
in an interview later on, that were it not for a lengthy pit stop to fix some body damage, they
would have finished in the top 5 overall. The car was then returned to Porsche and is now in the
Porsche Museum. The same car also competed in k races at Spa, Brands Hatch and Silverstone
in , but with little success. It has been rumored that the Raymond Boutinaud S was also an
"all-aluminium" car from Porsche but that has been unfounded. This would turn That made 's S4
the fastest non-turbocharged production car in the world. Carl Fausett set the current world
record as the fastest Porsche in recorded history. Fausett placed third in the Open Division in
both and again in , where he was also the fastest 2WD car. Today the entire Pikes Peak Highway
has been paved. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. The engines had
significant changes so they were given different engine codes while having the same
displacement before larger displacement engines were subsequently introduced. How Stuff
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version. Wikimedia Commons. Grand tourer S. Front-engine, rear-wheel-drive. Wikimedia
Commons has media related to Porsche Boxster You and your loved ones want your vehicle to
give you a decent driving experience and reliability; obviously you obtained a quietly competent
vehicle like the stylish Porsche The Porsche was built especially for dependable running in

dangerous territory. The Porsche is a great vehicle that can supply fun behind the wheel as well
as plenty of room for passengers every time you leave home. High performance race machines,
like your powerful Porsche , are made to be pushed past tolerances, but then serviced and
maintained. For reliability under extreme conditions, the Porsche is the natural selection.
Porsche possesses a talent for striking looks that really induces envy, and the appearance is
supported by fuel-efficient power. For vehicles that are respected for superior fuel saving
capabilities, performance and long lasting service life, car lovers count on Porsche. With superb
critical acclaim combined with knockout design, a well-appointed Porsche is extremely
desirable. Although they may not be totally critical parts such as your vehicle's brakes, the
minor segments of your car are vital to having maximum use out of the car you devote so much
money and energy on. Every vehicle has an assortment of features that can range from fenders
to cargo liners. Your Porsche Fuel Pressure Regulator is an especially important component of
a vehicle's fuel system. When your Porsche Fuel Pressure Regulator isn't operating properly,
your vehicle can misfire, stop running and flood out. A Porsche Fuel Pressure Regulator is the
part that keeps the engine operating easily and powerfully. So your motor can operate
effectively, a managed and constant stream of gasoline is needed and one particular chief piece
for this is a Porsche Fuel Pressure Regulator. Your car's Porsche Fuel Pressure Regulator is
employed to hold the pressure in a vehicle's fuel line consistent through the use a tension set
spring. They are available for the following Porsche years: , , , , , , , , , , , 95, 94, 93, 91, 90, 89, 88,
83, 82, 81, This part is also sometimes called Porsche Regulators. We stock fuel pressure
regulator parts for most Porsche models including , Cayenne , , , Boxster , , and Skip to main
content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30
days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your product. See customer
service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always
has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Contents Includes Caution
Sheet. Product SKU: W Image is not vehicle specific. Product SKU: Read more reviews. Catalog:
B. Vehicle Engine Porsche Catalog: A. Vehicle Porsche Catalog: G. This listing is for part or
sub-assembly number given below only. All cars to which auto parts fit were provided. You may
get any part for the car you want. Please contact us and we will list any part of the car you need.
Wait for the invoice if you have bought many items. Additional shipping cost will be added
ONLY by the weight of the additional item. We cannot guarantee if the part will fit to your car, if
your car is not in the chart. Please email us first for RA Return Authorization Number if you will
need to return or exchange the product. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this
item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture
Information. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus opens in new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Contact seller. Visit store. See other
items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to
Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Fast and safe Shipping.
This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Item location:.
Glendale, California, United States. Ships to:. United States and many other countries See
details. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes,
brokerage and other fees. Estimated between Tue. Delivery times may vary, especially during
peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and
import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab
Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in
a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility
of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try
again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for
this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part
is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Search
within store. Not the part you need? We combine shipping Wait for the invoice if you have
bought many items. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not

specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a
shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP
Code. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global
Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or
tab. There are 3 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 3. Select a valid
country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be
applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to
home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos
not available for this variation. Part Fits:. International Priority Shipping. Set an alert to be
notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 2. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert?
The S4 debut Spectacular condition Only two meticulous owners from new Purchased This is a
rare find, very well maintained car with extensive service records pi Recently had the interior
seats redone with Porsche leather. Now many Coming in the very recognizable Por GR Auto
Gallery is pleased to present this Porsche Coming in tan paint job wrapped in dar Gateway
Classic Cars of St. Louis is proud to present this Porsche ! The car comes to you i Here is one
of my all time favorites. And this one hits all the right notes! It is the infamous This Porsche is
an affordable European driving machine that's built for grand touring comf Refine Search? Also
be sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior
and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This
third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service
records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample
finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided
by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width
Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter,
miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced
in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the
seller's name. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k
actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth
soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided
in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment
includes an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension
with active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the
model year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani
Red over a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get
Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business
Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are
the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the
continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier
business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. This
Porsche S4 SE is an exceptionally rare car, presented in outstanding condition following recent
refurbishment, and with superb provenance. One of just 42 examples, it is equipped with the
bhp Weissach-built 5. These SE cars share the same mechanical specification as the
sought-after Club Sport, which was only sold in mainland Europe. Aktuelles Gebot: Finales
Gebot:. Auktion startet in: Auktion endet in: Auktion beendet. Weitere Fahrzeuge ansehen. It is
finished in the desirable Guards Red â€” which matches the press car â€” complemented by
black leather with pinstripe inlays. A well-loved car now showing , miles from new, it has been
in recent long-term ownership with a former F1 driver. Porsche announced this flagship series
car in March The unique mechanical setup included a modified engine and exhaust system,
firmer front springs, a 17mm-wider rear track and a limited-slip differential, which helped the car
dispatch the mph sprint in 5. This is one such car. Owned by the vendor for the last three years,
it also counts Tom Belso, former Williams Formula One racing driver, among its five previous
owners. This work included a full bare-metal respray in the original Guards Red colour, and the
car remains in outstanding condition today. Door shuts, window seals, and all other exterior
trim appear to be in pristine order. Being an SE model, it also runs on lightweight inch forged
alloy wheels by Fuchs. The setup is staggered, with an 8-inch wheel width on the front axle and
9-inch on the rear. In the cabin, this S4 SE maintains its original pinstriped and piped seating,
with the exception of the top sections of the rear seats, which were re-upholstered during The
original red piping has faded and split in several places, and the cloth centre panels have also
lost their depth of colour. The black leather is in excellent condition for its age and mileage with
no tears or undue wear. The dashboard and headlining were also re-trimmed in All of the

interior switchgear is original and in full working order. The factory build sticker is still with the
car, but is now affixed to the handbook pouch for safekeeping. During the refurbishment in ,
Tech 9 also refreshed the engine and mechanicals to ensure the car was in fully-sorted
condition and ready to be enjoyed on the road. A fresh MOT in May resulted in only two minor
advisories on wear to the offside rear brake disc and some play in the steering rack inner joints.
The car received a full set of new tyres in , with less than 1, miles of use since then. It is
presented with a complete history from new, the maroon handbook pouch containing manual
and service book, and two sets of original keys. The tool kit and space-saver spare wheel are
also still with the car. Three period motoring magazines that featured the launch of the S4 SE
will be included in the sale. Jetzt Elferspot Mitglied werden! Neu registrieren Login. Beautiful
paintwork Short-shift manual transmission. Das Fahrzeug im Detail. Auf Facebook teilen
Twittern Auf Pinterest teilen. Fahrzeug ansehen. Alle ansehen. Merkliste Fahrzeug merken.
Diese Webseite verwendet Cookies. Mehr erfahren. Images are general in nature and may not
reflect the specific vehicle selected. And since America was Porsche's biggest market,
higher-ups reasoned it was only a matter of time before such restrictions hampered the sales
appeal of their By developing an entirely new Porsche, one with all the latest federal regulations
already incorporated, Porsche hoped to meet the new standards head on. In the meantime, if the
Stuttgart company had to kill the because of such standards, it would be prepared to transition.
Engineers were given free rein to "invent" the newest Porsche, and plans for the began in
October , with a basic design finalized in And what a design it was, especially within the walls of
a company that had in its year history built nothing but cars with a small engine placed behind
the driver. But if America was the target market, a front-engined, rear-wheel-drive V8 Grand
Touring car certainly made sense. The debuted in March at the Geneva Auto Show, and while
Porsche purists bristled at the thought of such a pedestrian layout, the new car received much
acclaim. At the time, design head Tony Lapine stated that "a car which is liked immediately will
not hold up over time. The body made use of collapsible polyurethane pieces over front and
rear hidden bumpers, with aluminum doors, hood, and front fenders, and steel for the remaining
panels. Though now commonplace, at the time, trying to coat such differing materials with a
uniform paint job was a feat of ingenuity. Beneath the handsome and complicated skin lay an
advanced and well-balanced powertrain. A degree, all-aluminum, valve, 4. Suspension was fully
independent all around, and Porsche worked hard to perfect the 's rear suspension, which
would allow it to accommodate over-aggressive drivers without the erratic tendencies of snap
oversteer. The resulting "Weissach Axle" was an engineering breakthrough, a multi-link setup
that made the one of the best handlers in the world. And it could move, too, with 0 to 60 mph
coming in just over 7 seconds, with a top speed over mph. By the time the 4. Displacement,
power, and top speed increased as production continued, with a 5. A S4 debuted in , now with
hp, and a GT entered the fold in , complete with a limited-slip differential and available only with
a 5-speed. It featured freshened bodywork and a bigger 5. By this time, the had practically
disappeared from the American market. Sales had fallen dramatically, and Porsche redoubled
its efforts on the , which had weathered the regulatory storm mostly unscathed. In all nearly 61,
s were built during the car's year tenure. Even by today's standards, it is a competent,
comfortable GT, and a well-sorted one will offer plenty of high-speed thrills over continental
distances. For all Hagerty Insurance clients: The values shown do not imply coverage in this
amount. In the event of a claim, the guaranteed value s on your policy declarations page is the
amount your vehicle s is covered for, even if the value displayed here is different. If you would
like to discuss your Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at Get a Quote. Model Overview
Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. Author Thread.
Post "Known" Common Issues and the Fixes. Pics are a Plus Please try and stay with the same
Format. Fix: Always disconnect Battery when working with electrical. Use a small wire brush to
clean the pins and the backs of the pins. Be careful when splitting the halves as the pins may
come out the Holder. Pics: Here are some pics posted by Ender This is what you hope not to
see when you split the halves. You'll need to repair wire here which will require some soldering.
Also his Holder is cracked and needs to be replaced. HINT if you wash the car or its parked in
the rain open the hatch and inspect the floor of the hatch, if its wet then chances are very good
the ground cable is corroded internal to the covering and should be replaced, if there are funny
elex issues haunting your ride. Ground Points : Corrosion causing bad ground contact Normal
Fix: Use a small wire brush to clean the ground area as well as the round terminals Here is a Pic
of an S4 Ground Points and hopefully we can surface one for earlier models, which at that time I
can add here. Rubber FUEL lines. They do not age well and are responsible for many fires
where the car is a total loss. Includes all hoses that need replacing with all necessary clamps as
well. This is one FIX that you need to do when you buy a car. Rubber hoses do not last 25 plus
years without degrading. Hose location and layout vary year to year so check with Roger OK,

for early body cars see below. Note the voice-over for some points not shown on these
diagrams. Point 9 9a and 9b There are two crucial ground attachments on the 16V passenger
side cam cover. The second attachment point on the cam cover is more visible and is closer to
front of car. Point 10 For later Euro cars, look for ground wires attached to the back of cam gear
metal rear covers. These are for the "final stage ignition amplifiers". Just posting this in case
someone is searching for solutions. My headlights work just fine and would go up, however,
would not go down after turning off. I searched for solutions and didn't turn up anything that
seem to help. I checked the normal stuff like fuses and relays. I looked around and found this
connector to the headlight motor. When I unplugged everything, I found some serious
corrosion. I just cleaned all the terminals and everything works as normal. Originally Posted by
MPDano. Normal Fix: Always disconnect Battery when working with electrical. Here are some
pics posted by Ender How can I get that rear interior panel off for cleaning ground 2 in the rear. I
have searched and a lot of information seems conflicting on removing this 30 year old fragile
guaranteed 'Hugh will someone how break this' panel. Remove interior the quarter panel Starts
for me by removing by removing the rear seat. Its quite a good puzzle, actually. Hard to
describe, step by step, from memory. Last edited by Landseer; at AM.. I cleaned the 2 post in my
US 5-speed last weekend without removing the entire quarter panel. Steps: Remove toolkit
cover Remove rear carpet Disconnect ground strap Remove the passenger-rear side luggage
cover hook 2 screws Remove two trim screws from the quarter panel where it attaches to the
body almost behind the toolkit cover Remove the single screw that holds the panel down to the
hatch area floor - on my car, this looked like a wiring bundle tie-down, but was also an attach
point for the quarter panel At this point, I was able to pop the quarter panel end out a couple of
inches. This involved popping loose a couple of the trim posts that attach the panel below the
rear window. I could then fit my hand behind the panel through all of the soundproofing to get
to the ground point bolt. I used a 10mm combination wrench and a LOT of time to remove the
bolt. Pull the ground wires back to the rear of the car to clean. I got lucky on the install and the
bolt threaded properly the first time. I took about an hour to do this. Turning the bolt with the
wrench in these close quarters was extremely tedious and roughed up my hands quite a bit. I
was rougher with it than I wanted to be but I managed not to break anything. So this is definitely
a saturday morning cool air and all project. I think I will end up removing the seats. Besides, I
might find some money or contraband As I have yet to remove my rear seats in this car and I
fear what may be lurking under them Thanks for all the quick and helpful responses.. I now
return you to your regularly scheduled forum thread.. I think this fix might be worthy of this
post. My driver side splash guard in front of the tire that protects the headlight and horns was
missing when I bought the car. I checked on buying new ones and they were a bit pricey. I
remember seeing a post with this idea so I decided to give it a try. Fortunately I had the
passenger side one for a pattern, however, that one is in pretty bad shape. I made a cardboard
pattern first and used it to trace onto the storage container. Its a hair bigger than the original
one so I could trim it back. I also decided not to mess with insulting foam around the edges so I
wanted it tight. So far so good, but the true test will be next time it rains tomorrow. Nice Mod!
Put some Undercoating on that and it will look stock. Great work! Solution : Center punch the
hell out of the key hole until the 'guts' fall out, then using a mangler screwdriver mangle it until
it comes off. Broken Wheel 'Nut': Scene: Some neanderthal that doesn't understand how
dis-similar metals disagree used a high torque Impact wrench your fault on your Aluminum
wheel nuts, OR: Some special needs adult installed the aluminum wheel nuts on the car without
anti-seize, and after the years that have passed watching your tires dry-rot you decide its time
to remove the wheel, breaking the nut so short that there is not enough remaining to use a
proper 'tool'.. The HOrrors! Solution : Get a 17mm Arbored Hole saw you will have to remove the
centering drill bit. Looks like this Get 3 or 4 per wheel nut. Get some lubricating oil light
machine oil and a heavy duty electric drill put the recharging drill on the shelf this is real
-drilling over here. Carefully slide the hole saw into the hole. The goal is to erode the nut away
without scarring the wheel, or damaging the stud. IF you are careful eventually you will erode
the remainder of the nut away use lots of lube, go carefully to the point you can use a pick tool
to get the metal remains out. Use Eye protection. Metal shards blind people dumb enough not to
wear protection everyday. To prevent this particular form of self induced torture, use the correct
antiseize on the ball cup end of the wheel nuts. A little goes a long way. Issue: CIS, Hesitation
on idle to slow throttle up. Leaning out. Fix: Replaced faulty WUR and fixed vacuum issue on
rear throttle body vac ports. I capped the T that runs vacuum to the Diverter and Decel Valve.
Next step is to run a vac test to the Decel where I believe the Diaphragm is bad vacuum leak.
Issue: AC does not work when car is in hot weather. Fix: My Sensor located in the front left
portion of the Fender, which is part of the circuit of the AC was not hooked up. AC now works at
any weather. All times are GMT The time now is PM. User Name. Remember Me? Garage

Garage. Manage My Garage. Browse by Username. Browse Recently Added. Browse Recently
Modified. Advanced Search. Mark Forums Read. Page 1 of 7. Thread Tools. Use 30 R9 fuel
injection hose. Do not use 30 R6. Ford F LinkBack URL. About LinkBacks. Welcome to the
Pelican Parts Forum! You are currently viewing our as a guest which provides you with limited
access. By joining our free community you will be able to post topics, communicate privately
with other members, upload content and access many other special features. Registration is
fast, simple and absolutely free so please, join our community today! Looking for information
regarding repair or replacement procedures for your European automobile? We have thousands
of helpful DIY articles for you right here! Register Today! I must advise the reader that extreme
care must be taken when working near high voltage spark sources. You can hurt yourself and
damage your car. Odds are your Porsche shop may not know this detail of information, so feel
free to take this information to them, it could save you money by reducing the time required and
improve the quality of the diagnosis. There were two different generations of LH fuel injection
controllers used during the life of the For model years to , the LH module was based on an
microprocessor and the increased functionality required a pin module connector. Spark control
also was supported by two different generations of modules. From onwards, a pin EZK module
was used. Also, knock sensors were added to the spark control system. On-going
improvements and fine-tuning were achieved by changing ROM codes, so modules were often
specified to specific year applications. When diagnosing no-start situations, ALWAYS clean and
tighten connectors, check ground connections and inspect for broken wires. Only after those
potential problems are checked-out should a module failure be investigated. The workshop
manuals are a necessity for diagnosis, the system is complex and the interconnections are not
intuitive. It is not commonly known that the LH fuel injection module is slave to the EZx spark
control. So if you have a no-start condition, always check for spark first. The EZx spark unit
looks for rotation pulses from the engine RPM sensor as a condition to start the spark system.
Both systems use the inductive sensor master-sensor. Pin 20 is the shield of the sensor cable
and is connected through internally to master-ground pin For the EZK, pins 23 and 6 are used
where pin 6 is connected to master-ground pin Pin 24 is the shielding of the sensor cable and is
connected internally to pin Hall Effect sensors can be tested with an LED tester. Pin 22 is the
"hot" signal cable and therefore is shielded. The cable shielding is connected to pin 4, and pin 4
is connected internally to master-ground pin First verify that voltage is present at both LH and
EZx relay pin numbers There should always be voltage at pin 30, regardless of the ignition key
position because a direct circuit is provided from the battery. If voltage is present, next jumper
pins 30 and 87 and attempt to start the engine. If it starts, there is a relay or control signal to the
relay problem. If it doesn't start, you may have an ECU problem. If there is a "no fuel pressure"
situation, first verify that the fuel pump fuse is OK. If the fuse is OK, next check for voltage at
fuel pump relay pin If voltage is present, jumper the fuel pump relay pins 30 and 87 and check
for a running fuel pump. If the fuel pump runs, there is a relay or control signal problem to the
fuel pump relay. If the fuel pump doesn't run when the relay is jumpered, there may be a fuel
pump or wiring problem to the fuel pump. One of the symptoms of a failed LH module is no
"turn-on signal" to the fuel pump relay. Therefore, a bad fuel pump relay can also result in no
voltage to the fuel injectors. The fuel injector voltage source was changed to the LH relay for
model year and newer s. In an ignition circuit control was added as a safety feature to open the
fuel injection circuit stop injection if no heat is found in the exhaust stream. As crazy as it may
seem, cars are different. A friend of mine had an LH module that would work in other cars, but
not in his, so he spent many more weeks looking for the problem in other areas. If you have
some specific questions diagnostic questions, please feel free to send me a note at info
electronikrepair. Rich Andrade The L and LH fuel injection modules provide the switch between
the "-" side of the fuel injectors and chassis ground. The analog L-Jet system has all internal
signals derived from of the input signal provided by the transistor spark module. LH systems
have all fuel injectors ground ganged via the same input, thus it is impossible for injectors to
open at different times. More advanced fuel injection systems provide for sequential fuel
injection, where each fuel injector may open at the optimum time for each cylinder intake - but
those were not installed on the Porsche The electronic systems provide lower fuel consumption
due to finer tuning and "off throttle" fuel cut-off provided by L and LH systems. The LH box on
's fires in batches of 4 injectors. Bosch just took a 4 cylinder LH box and basically doubled the
amount of injectors it can run. The LH system fires all injectors at the same time by grounding
pin 10 on the controller. I checked my s4 and some schematics of other models. So it is not a
"LH controller" thing to manage. Fuel is injected into the intake room and sucked in when the
valve opens. You want that because no ignition will make the engine drown in fuel, oil shear
disappear rapidly causing wear, and a catalytic converter that will give a new meaning to "glow
in the dark" really! In further checking, it appears from all diagrams for all years that all injectors

are fired at once. Four injectors are tied to one point and four to another, but all are tied
together into the LH controller. On the 89 and newer the two junction points of the four injectors
are routed separately to the outputs of the cut off relay. When one or both of the exhaust
sensors detects a problem with too much fuel in the exhaust extreme temperatures it cuts off
power to the injectors making firing signals from the LH moot. Fuel pressure at the injectors is
kep
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t as constant as possible. When you hit the throttle in an LH car, the fuel pressure rises to keep
the pressure differential across each injector constant as the manifold pressure rises less
vacuum. This is done by the fuel pressure regulators. When I wrote about ramping the fuel up I
was referring to the amount of time it takes to equalize the opening time. If all the injectors open
at once to meet the fuel demand then the engine would flood. The fuel then accumulates in the
intake manifold until it is ready to be used by the cylinder. Yes the pressure can vary and thus
change the amount of fuel injected but this is not going to buy much. As far as the injection
responding faster than one can press the accelerator, there is always some latency in
solenoids. They are mechanical devices and can only respond as quick as the spring can close
the value and ready it to open again. If you listen to the click, click at idle you can get a feel for
the number of times the injectors are opening.

